
Light is fl exible

LIGHTIFY – the smarter 

lighting control solution
Because for us, only better will do.

Light is OSRAM

www.osram.com/lightify
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Let’s face it: Today, we live in an information age where 

networking is omnipresent and there seems to be an “app” 

for almost anything: We do our shopping online, we choose 

and download movies, music, games or books from the 

Internet and we communicate the written or spoken word 

via our smartphones or tablet PCs. 

Moreover, the vision of the “smart home” is becoming more 

real every day: Centralized online home and building automa-

tion helps us control entertainment and mail systems, safety 

locks, window blinds, heating, ventilation, air conditioning 

and other appliances wirelessly and conveniently, providing 

high levels of security, comfort and energy effi ciency.

Now, OSRAM presents LIGHTIFY, an innovative, intelligent, 

wireless lighting control system. Via smart devices (e.g. 

smartphones or tablet computers), users can wirelessly 

program and control LIGHTIFY-capable luminaires and 

lamps, switches or push-button couplers and sensors as 

well as entire LIGHTIFY systems. LIGHTIFY enables not 

only remote and/or automatic switching and dimming, but 

also white light temperature und RGB light color control.  

LIGHTIFY is based on the ZigBee® transmission standard. 

The core of the system is a gateway connected to a WLAN 

router1. The gateway also optionally assumes the function of 

a WLAN hotspot for network-independent commissioning. 

LIGHTIFY Pro and LIGHTIFY Home
There are two different LIGHTIFY systems: LIGHTIFY Pro 

for professional application within medium-sized lighting 

installations with up to 100 light points (e.g. for offi ces) and 

LIGHTIFY Home for smaller installations with up to 50 light 

points (e.g. in private homes). While LIGHTIFY Home pro-

vides users with a simple plug-and-play solution with selected 

lamps and luminaires, LIGHTIFY Pro also allows for the inte-

gration of DALI components and offers several additional 

features (e.g. sensor, push-button coupler, real-time clock, 

free scene setting and luminaire grouping). With LIGHTIFY 

Pro, existing standard installations can also be easily up-

graded to modern wireless control.

LIGHTIFY wireless lighting control system

Discover a whole new world of exciting, intelligent lighting control solutions from OSRAM

What is ZigBee®?
ZigBee® is a global standard in the sector for the 

wireless transmission of data. In contrast to WLAN or 

Bluetooth, for example, it was developed specifi cally 

for transmitting small data quantities, e.g. in the smart 

home sector. Among other benefi ts, this technology 

achieves very low power consumption and enables 

long-term, reliable, maintenance-free operation. The 

signal from each ZigBee® participant is amplifi ed via 

the established mesh network.

1) Please note: The WLAN router is not included in the LIGHTIFY system.



Possible setup of a LIGHTIFY system: The gateway is the core of the system that connects all LIGHTIFY luminaires, lamps and components. When a 

Pro Gateway is used, LIGHTIFY Pro and Home can be used together (please observe maximum number of allowed light points for LIGHTIFY Home). 

Pro Gateway

LIGHTIFY Home 

luminaires and lamps

LIGHTIFY Pro luminaires 

and components

Confi guration software for PC2

Commissioning app/ 

control app

WLAN

LAN

WLAN

WLAN

LAN

Router

ZigBee®
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New business opportunities
The LIGHTIFY wireless control system perfectly comple-

ments OSRAM’s portfolio of light management systems. 

While our DALI PROFESSIONAL and ENCELIUMTM sys-

tems, for example, are the best choice for larger and more 

complex installations, LIGHTIFY is ideally suited for small to 

medium-sized projects. Thus, it opens up a completely 

new business segment and attracts customers who have 

not used intelligent lighting control up until now.

As it does not require control cables, the LIGHTIFY system 

is very easy to install. Therefore, it is the perfect light man-

agement solution for projects with diffi cult-to-access areas 

or where the installation of additional control cables may be 

restricted (e.g. historical buildings).

Main benefi ts 
From easy and fl exible commissioning and intuitive pro-

gramming to a great variety of light setting and control 

options, the wireless LIGHTIFY system offers a wide range 

of possibilities for you and your customers.

Your benefi ts
 — Additional business thanks to new segment: Light man-

agement solution for small to medium-sized projects

 — Innovative wireless control system for customers who 

are looking for a “smart” solution

 — Quick and easy installation without control cables, there-

fore also ideal for renovations or diffi cult-to-access areas 

 — Solution for new and existing installations due to possible 

retrofi tting of (free-standing, conventional and DALI) lumi-

naires with corresponding LIGHTIFY Pro components

 — Broad LIGHTIFY product portfolio for professional and 

private end users

 — Quick and easy programming and system confi guration 

thanks to predefi ned light modes (e.g. single or open-plan 

offi ce, corridor)

Benefi ts for your customers 
 — Cost savings thanks to LED technology and intelligent 

demand-based lighting control

 — Highly fl exible wireless lighting control via smart devices – 

either on site or on the way – or push-button couplers

 — State-of-the-art LED-based lighting technology with 

high energy effi ciency

 — Broad range of functions (e.g. dimming, light tempera-

ture and color control) with LIGHTIFY Pro

 — System can be adapted to structural changes at any time 

 — Free apps for commissioning and control

2) Available from 10/2015



Office floor plan with positions of LIGHTIFY products

1  ARKTIKA®-P LED  LIGHTIFY Pro 2  Mira® LED LIGHTIFY Pro  3  Futurel® 5MS LED LIGHTIFY Pro

4  LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway 5  Luminaire with LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 6  LIGHTIFY Pro PBC

7  Vega® LED LIGHTIFY Pro 8  Compact Recessed LED LIGHTIFY Pro 9  Siteco® Louvre Luminaire M LED LIGHTIFY Pro
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Mira® LED 
LIGHTIFY Pro

Luminaire with 
LIGHTIFY Pro DSE
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Innovative, fl exible, sophisticated – 

LIGHTIFY Pro

Wireless control for professional lighting applications

The wireless LIGHTIFY Pro system is the ideal lighting 

control solution for application areas with up to 100 light 

points1, e.g. medium-sized modern offi ces such as law 

fi rms, agencies and architecture fi rms or shops and hotels.

Within new installations, the LIGHTIFY Pro system enables 

wireless, energy-saving and cost-effi cient lighting control in 

professional environments with almost unlimited light setting 

possibilities. Moreover, the LIGHTIFY Pro system is also es-

pecially suitable as an intelligent upgrade within existing light 

installations, e.g. for modernization or renovation projects. 

LIGHTIFY Pro at a glance:
Practical: Simple, individual control of lighting installations 

via existing tablets and smartphones

Intuitive: Highly user-friendly interface for easy commis-

sioning, confi guration and control of luminaire functions and 

luminaire grouping

Flexible: Broad range of combination options for the vari-

ous LIGHTIFY luminaires, lamps and components, adapt-

able in case of offi ce conversion, redesign or renovation

Simple: A wide diversity of predefi ned light modes and 

groups can be simply and rapidly modifi ed with LIGHTIFY Pro

Energy-effi cient: Wireless lighting control and LED light-

ing supports energy-saving light management

Uncomplicated: Quick, easy and fl exible installation for 

electricians due to wireless technology (without additional 

control cables) and predefi ned scenarios

1)  For installations with more than 100 light points, please contact your 

OSRAM sales contact.
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 — WLAN connection between smart device and LIGHTIFY 

Pro Gateway 

 — Large memory with many confi guration options 

 — Large number of lighting scenes and groups can be set 

 — Variable installation options – stand-alone or integration 

into existing IT infrastructure 

 — Completely independent operation without WLAN con-

nection in case of IT system breakdown or emergency 

 — USB port for confi guration backup

LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway
The LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway is the core of the LIGHTIFY 

system. It creates the wireless connection between smart 

devices and the LIGHTIFY Pro system, allowing users to 

confi gure and control wireless smart lighting solutions.

1

1

LIGHTIFY Pro
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LIGHTIFY Pro luminaires

Ready for wireless control

LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway

The heart of the network

ARKTIKA®-P LED LIGHTIFY Pro
Due to its minimalist, fl at design, this LED designer pendant luminaire is a 

real eye-catcher. However, it is not just the design which stands out: The 

ARKTIKA®-P LED LIGHTIFY Pro is suitable for VDU workstations and offers all 

the relevant properties for ideal offi ce lighting. Each single LED is surrounded by 

a refl ector hexagon that achieves the effect of a darklight refl ector. In this way, 

the light of the LEDs is guided downwards almost without loss, glare is reduced 

and visual comfort increased.

Vega® LED LIGHTIFY Pro
No matter whether installed as a pendant or surface- mounted variant or on 

system rails, the Vega® LED LIGHTIFY Pro luminaire is superb in any installation 

situation, providing very good light quality and effi cient LED technology. 

Specifi cally developed prismatic structures ensure that offi ce guidelines are 

complied with and that suitability for VDU workstations is ensured. Visually as 

well, the Vega® LED LIGHTIFY Pro sets accents with its transparent and modern 

design: When switched off, the light-guiding prismatic plate with a height of only 

6 mm is almost transparent.
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Mira® LED LIGHTIFY Pro 
The Mira® LED LIGHTIFY Pro can be used fl exibly as a recessed or pendant

luminaire. It taps the full potential of state-of-the-art LED technology, such as 

high energy effi ciency, low maintenance costs and long lifetime. Further savings 

are possible with integrated daylight and motion sensors. The specifi cally 

developed microprismatic technology disperses the light of the single LEDs 

into homogeneous light that achieves a harmonious room impression and good 

contrast conditions.

Compact Recessed LED LIGHTIFY Pro
An effi cient and fl exible recessed LED luminaire for a wide range of uses: With 

its luminous effi cacy of up to 117 lm/W and a service life of up to 50,000 h, the 

Compact Recessed LED LIGHTIFY Pro luminaire is the ideal replacement for T5 

and T8 louver luminaires (4 x 18 watts) with standard module dimensions. It has 

a timeless design and a highly effi cient LED system that delivers high performance 

and a short amortization period. The Compact Recessed LED LIGHTIFY Pro 

luminaire can be installed into ceilings without tools and enables plug & play 

connection via the standardized Linect® system.

Siteco® Louvre Luminaire M LED LIGHTIFY Pro
With its classic design and optimized lens technology, the Siteco® Louvre Lumi-

naire M LED LIGHTIFY Pro ensures absolutely uniform lighting, which is perfect 

for offi ces with VDU workstations. Thanks to an integrated presence/daylight 

sensor, an extremely high LED effi ciency of up to 115 lm/W and low maintenance 

requirements, the luminaire is the ideal replacement for conventional lighting 

solutions with T5 fl uorescent lamps.

Futurel® 5MS LED LIGHTIFY Pro
The Futurel® 5MS LED LIGHTIFY Pro is a fl oor-standing LED luminaire for task-

oriented illumination of workplaces. Using integrated daylight/motion sensors, it 

switches itself on and off automatically for maximum energy effi ciency. The fl oor- 

standing luminaire unites clear, striking forms with an optimized light distribution. 

Its microprismatic structure ensures a homogeneous light distribution with a high, 

glare-free direct component for high visual comfort. The balanced contrast be-

tween direct and indirect light creates a pleasant atmosphere and meets current 

standards for VDU workstations. Both technically and optically, the Futurel® 5MS 

LED LIGHTIFY Pro is a perfect fi t for modern offi ce environments – with a high-

class light quality and elegant design.

 — Integrated LIGHTIFY Pro DSE (control unit) 

 — Integrated presence and daylight sensor1 

 —  Presence and/or daylight sensor can be individually 

activated/deactivated1 

 —  Single control or network-controlled 

 —  Individual grouping with LIGHTIFY Pro Commissioning 

App

 

 —  Individual profi le setting with commissioning app and 

predefi ned light modes (e.g. single or open-plan offi ce, 

corridor)

 —  Connection for push-button coupler with “TouchDIM” 

functionality 

 —  Controllable via smart device and/or LIGHTIFY Pro 

PBC (push-button coupler) 

1) Not with ARKTIKA®-P LED LIGHTIFY Pro

The following applies to all LIGHTIFY Pro luminaires:
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 — Sensor functionality with motion detection and daylight 

adjustment for high energy savings

 — Use of internal or external antenna for high installation 

fl exibility and optimum range

 — Predefi ned light modes for single or open-plan offi ce, 

corridor, staircases

 — Simple installation outside of luminaires, e.g. suspended 

ceiling, possible due to use of cord grip accessory

 — Available as DSE/SSE control unit only or as kit option 

including sensor based on passive infrared (PIR) or 

high-frequency (HF) technology 

 — Each DSE/SSE control unit controls up to eight dimmable/

switchable luminaires (broadcast mode)

 — Simple installation using existing electrical infrastructure

 —  Existing switches and push-buttons can be integrated 

easily into the wireless LIGHTIFY Pro system

 — Optimized dimensions for wall mounting in existing 

fl ush-type box 

 —  Individual parameter settings (e.g. short/long press 

behavior, scene recall, speed of dimming) for each 

channel 

 — Confi guration via LIGHTIFY Pro Commissioning App

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE/SSE
The LIGHTIFY Pro DSE is a DALI control device that makes standard DALI lumi-

naires and ceiling lighting systems LIGHTIFY Pro-compatible. The LIGHTIFY Pro 

SSE1 is the switchable version for non-dimmable lighting systems. 

LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 
The LIGHTIFY Pro PBC is a compact, easy-to-install 4-channel push-button 

coupler (interface) that makes standard light switches and push-buttons 

LIGHTIFY Pro-compatible. The use of existing switches and push-buttons can 

be continued, irrespective of the manufacturer. 

1) Available from 08/2015

LIGHTIFY Pro
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LIGHTIFY Pro components

For both new and existing installations
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Installation notes

Set up a LIGHTIFY Pro system in just a few steps

Step 1
Establish a connection between your smart device and 

the LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway. You can choose between the 

following two options:

Option 1: Hotspot mode (without router)
 — For network-independent lighting systems

 — WiFi connection between the smart device and the 

LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway

 — WiFi access data: See rear of the LIGHTIFY Pro 

Gateway

Option 2: Client mode (with router)
 — For integration into existing IT infrastructures

 — WiFi connection between the smart device and the 

router

 — WiFi access data: See rear of the router

 — LAN connection between the router and the LIGHTIFY 

Pro Gateway

Step 2
Switch on all LIGHTIFY Pro products/system components.

Step 3
Start the app on your smart device and follow the 

instructions in the app. 

For detailed information, including a complete installation 

guide and video, please go to www.osram.com/lightify-pro.

Before installation
Check if the following conditions are fulfi lled:

 — Smart device available based on iOS 8.x

 — LIGHTIFY App(s) have been downloaded and installed 

on the smart device

Installation information
 — Installation should only be carried out by a specialist

 — During installation, disconnect the products from the 

mains power

 — Do not open/damage the products

 — Caution: Mains-operated products

Pro Gateway

Commissioning app/ 

control app

Router

WLAN

LIGHTIFY Pro switch 

and sensor

LIGHTIFY Pro luminaires
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Total cost of ownership calculation

Save costs with LIGHTIFY

Refurbishment with DALI Components Labor Commis-
sioning

Sum Costs per 
light point

Reception 1 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 140 €

1 x DALI push-button coupler 95 €

Corridor 4 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 560 €

Open-plan offi ce 4 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 560 €

2 x DALI push-button coupler 190 €

Single offi ce 1 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 140 €

1 x DALI push-button coupler 95 €

Restroom 1 x DALI push-button coupler 95 €

Coffee kitchen 1 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 140 €

1 x DALI push-button coupler 95 €

Conference room 3 x presence sensor + sensor coupler 420 €

2 x touch panel + power supply 2,800 €

General1 1 x DALI controller 800 €

Wiring2 1,200 €

7 x switch installation3 245 €

Bricklaying4 360 €

Painting5 540 €

Commissioning6 390 €

Total 6,130 € 2,345 € 390 € 8,865 € 269 €

Refurbishment with LIGHTIFY Pro Components Labor Commis-
sioning

Sum Costs per 
light point

Reception 2 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 220 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 140 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 55 €

Corridor 4 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 440 €

4 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 560 €

Open-plan offi ce 2 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 220 €

4 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 560 €

2 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 110 €

Single offi ce 1 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 110 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 140 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 55 €

Restroom 1 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 110 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 55 €

Coffee kitchen 4 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 440 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 140 €

1 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 55 €

Conference room 6 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE 660 €

3 x LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR 420 €

2 x LIGHTIFY Pro PBC 110 €

General 1 x LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway 200 €

Wiring 0 €

8 x switch installation3 280 €

Bricklaying 0 €

Painting 0 €

Commissioning7 98 €

Total 4,800 € 280 € 98 € 5,178 € 157 €

Savings 42 %

1)  Additional costs 

due to possible 

downtimes during 

refurbishment with 

DALI are not con-

sidered.

2)  3 man days (8 h 

per day, 50 €/h)

3) 35 € per switch

4)  1 man day (8 h 

per day, 45 €/h)

5)  1.5 man days (8 h 

per day, 45 €/h)

6) 6 hours (65 €/h)

7) 1.5 hours (65 €/h)

In the reference project shown on pages 4 and 5, the 

refurbishment with LIGHTIFY Pro resulted in cost savings 

of 42 % compared to a DALI system.



LIGHTIFY Pro Apps

Easy commissioning, fl exible control

LIGHTIFY Pro Commissioning App 
The entire LIGHTIFY Pro lighting control system can be 

confi gured by using the LIGHTIFY Pro Commissioning App. 

Users and/or electricians can set up functions, lighting 

scenes, lighting groups and time curves, assign individual 

parameters to push-buttons and sensors and allocate 

individual or grouped lighting scenes, such as color tem-

perature, light color or preset sequences.

 — System confi guration app for the entire LIGHTIFY Pro 

system

 — Easy, intuitive operation using “drag & drop”

 —  Confi guration of individual light points in a lighting group 

by swiping

 — Setup of dimming curves

 —  Integration of sensors and push-button couplers (PBCs) 

by touching the app screen

 — Predefi ned light modes for single or open-plan offi ce, 

corridor, staircases

LIGHTIFY Pro Control App 
The LIGHTIFY Pro Control App is the mobile control tool for 

the LIGHTIFY Pro system. All preconfi gured functions, light-

ing scenes, settings and lighting options can be activated 

here. In offi ces, for example, this means that all the employ-

ees have wireless control of the lighting. 

 — Preset functions and lighting scenes enable rapid 

operation

 — All features on one screen, no swiping necessary

 — Almost infi nite lighting solutions for countless areas of 

application

 —  Preset light functions can be downloaded and used via 

QR code

Download the LIGHTIFY Apps for free!
Free apps are available for both LIGHTIFY Home and 

LIGHTIFY Pro. Using the LIGHTIFY Home App, 

LIGHTIFY Home products can be controlled easily 

and intuitively. The LIGHTIFY Pro Commissioning App 

for confi guration purposes is available for iOS 8.0 or 

later and Windows PCs (from 10/2015 on), and the 

LIGHTIFY Pro Control App for control by the user is 

available for iOS 8.0 or later, Android 4.0 or later and 

Windows PCs (from 10/2015 on).

www.osram.com/lightify-pro

LIGHTIFY Pro
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Smart, convenient, versatile – 

LIGHTIFY Home

Wireless control for smaller lighting systems

LIGHTIFY Home systems were specially developed for installation in private 

homes as well as for hospitality applications where individual lamps or lumi-

naires or smaller lighting systems are used. 

With LIGHTIFY Home, up to 50 light points can be controlled with the LIGHTIFY 

Home Gateway and Home App. The ideal solution for customers who are look-

ing for an innovative and intelligent lighting system for their home.

Both indoors and outdoors, LIGHTIFY Home offers users a completely new and 

extremely convenient way to customize their home lighting: An ordinary evening 

with friends can thus be transformed into a unique experience and light can be 

used for relaxation as well as optimum work.



 — Bridge between smart devices and lighting solutions 

with LIGHTIFY function

 — Easy to install and use (plug & play)

 —  Connects up to 50 lighting products via LIGHTIFY 

function

 —  LIGHTIFY Home App required

 — Required for separate LIGHTIFY Home applications, not 

additionally required for LIGHTIFY Home products in a 

LIGHTIFY Pro environment

LIGHTIFY Home Gateway
The LIGHTIFY Home Gateway is the core of the LIGHTIFY 

Home system. Thanks to its large memory, it offers an 

almost infi nite number of individual lighting scenes. It can 

be wirelessly connected and wirelessly integrated into 

WLANs.

LIGHTIFY Home Starter Kit
The starter kit consists of the LIGHTIFY Home Gateway 

and an intelligent LED lamp (replacement for 60-W incan-

descent lamp). The kit offers a simple plug & play solution 

for the setting of several white tones as well as the playful 

illumination with 16 million colors (RGBW). 

LIGHTIFY Home
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LIGHTIFY Home Gateway and Starter Kit

The quick and easy way to wireless control



 — Real white light (tunable white) in addition to 

RGB color control

 — Continuously dimmable, providing all desired 

luminous intensities

 — Easy installation for problem-free, rapid use

 —  Can be combined with many other LIGHTIFY 

products via ZigBee® technology

LIGHTIFY Flex RGBW
LIGHTIFY Flex RGBW is an adhesive 

LED strip with smart lighting functions 

for completely fl exible application, 

amazing light effects and indirect am-

bient lighting. It can be steplessly set 

to all RGB colors and also includes 

white LED light. 

 —  2,700–6,500 K for stepless switching between 

relaxing warm and stimulating cool white

 —  PAR16 50 with GU10 base and Classic A60 

with E27 base for standard lampholders

 — Continuously dimmable, providing all desired 

luminous intensities

LIGHTIFY Classic A60 and PAR16 50 
lamps
A range of LIGHTIFY-capable LED 

lamps make upgrading to wireless 

control systems especially simple. 

Depending on the product, stepless 

white changes from 2,700 to 6,500 K 

and RGB color control are possible. 

LIGHTIFY Home
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LIGHTIFY Home portfolio

Innovative luminaires and lamps for indoor and outdoor applications



 — Mini spot with white or RGB light for fl exible 

garden lighting

 — Continuously dimmable, providing all desired 

luminous intensities

 —  Minimum power consumption thanks to high 

energy effi ciency

 — RGB color changes for amazing effects

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini
The LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini is ide-

al for creating outdoor lighting effects 

with minimum power consumption. 

Featuring millions of colors, the RGB 

version of this garden luminaire enables 

impressive lighting effects thanks to 

integrated RGB color control.

 —  2,700–6,500 K for stepless switching between 

relaxing warm and stimulating cool white

 —  Very fl at construction for fl exible mounting

 —  Luminous outer ring for individual lighting 

design

 — Interior of the luminaire can be freely designed

 — 2,700–6,500 K for stepless switching between 

relaxing warm and stimulating cool white

 —  GU10 base, as with standard halogen lamp

 —  Continuously dimmable, providing all desired 

luminous intensities

LIGHTIFY Surface Light 
Tunable White
The LIGHTIFY Surface Light is a super -

fl at luminaire with a personalizable cover 

ring. The outer ring of this LED ceiling 

or wall luminaire is illuminated, enabling 

individual lighting design (e.g. with 

colored foils or a specular refl ector).

LIGHTIFY Downlight Tunable White
With its high-effi ciency LED lamp, the 

recessed LIGHTIFY Downlight luminaire 

is a modern, outstanding replacement 

for a 50-watt halogen downlight.

LIGHTIFY Home
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Technical data and order numbers

LIGHTIFY Pro, components based on ZigBee® standard

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway

LIGHTIFY Pro Gateway 4052899930384 100–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE controller 4052899930353 220–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE PIR

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE with PIR sensor 4052899930391 220–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE HF

LIGHTIFY Pro DSE with HF sensor 4052899930407 220–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro SSE

LIGHTIFY Pro SSE controller 4052899930360 220–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro PBC

LIGHTIFY Pro PBC push-button coupler 4052899930377 220–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 1

LIGHTIFY Pro Cord Grip

Cord Grip (for 4052899930360 & 4052899930353) 4008321392091 – 1

LIGHTIFY Pro, luminaires

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

ARKTIKA®-P LED LIGHTIFY Pro

ARKTIKA LIGHTIFY Pro, PC, dir/ind, pend, DSE 4052899936249 A++, A+, A1 3900 3000 40000 1

ARKTIKA LIGHTIFY Pro, PC, dir/ind, pend, DSE 4052899936256 A++, A+, A1 3900 4000 40000 1

Vega® LED LIGHTIFY Pro

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737791982 A++, A+, A1 4130 3000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792057 A++, A+, A1 5360 3000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792187 A++, A+, A1 4300 4000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737790091 A++, A+, A1 5580 4000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE 4050737791999 A++, A+, A1 4130 3000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE 4050737792064 A++, A+, A1 5360 3000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE 4050737792095 A++, A+, A1 4300 4000 50000 1

Vega LIGHTIFY Pro, DSE 4050737791906 A++, A+, A1 5580 4000 50000 1

1) Energy effi ciency class of permanently integrated non-replaceable LED module
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LIGHTIFY Pro, luminaires

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

Mira® LED LIGHTIFY Pro recessed

Mira LIGHTIFY Pro rec., Mod625, 
dir, squ, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792323 A++, A+, A1 4010 4000 50000 1

Mira LIGHTIFY Pro rec., Mod625,
dir, squ, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792071 A++, A+, A1 3800 3000 50000 1

Mira LIGHTIFY Pro rec., Mod600,
dir, squ, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792293 A++, A+, A1 4010 4000 50000 1

Mira LIGHTIFY Pro rec., Mod600,
dir, squ, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792033 A++, A+, A1 3800 3000 50000 1

Compact Recessed LED LIGHTIFY Pro

Compact Recessed LIGHTIFY Pro, 
Mod625, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737790077 A++, A+, A1 4080 4000 50000 1

Compact Recessed LIGHTIFY Pro,
Mod625, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792507 A++, A+, A1 4080 3000 50000 1

Compact Recessed LIGHTIFY Pro,
Mod600, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737792088 A++, A+, A1 4080 4000 50000 1

Compact Recessed LIGHTIFY Pro,
Mod600, DSE+multi-sensor

4050737790084 A++, A+, A1 4080 3000 50000 1

Siteco® Louvre Luminaire M LED LIGHTIFY Pro

Mod625, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792514 A++, A+, A1 3900 3000 50000 1

Mod600, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792521 A++, A+, A1 3900 3000 50000 1

Mod625, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792170 A++, A+, A1 4300 4000 50000 1

Mod600, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737792538 A++, A+, A1 4300 4000 50000 1

Futurel® 5MS LED LIGHTIFY Pro

dir/ind, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737919713 A++, A+, A1 9725 3000 50000 1

dir/ind, DSE+multi-sensor 4050737919737 A++, A+, A1 9725 4000 50000 1

1) Energy effi ciency class of permanently integrated non-replaceable LED module
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LIGHTIFY Home, components

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

LIGHTIFY Home Gateway

LIGHTIFY Gateway 4052899926172 100–240 VAC 50/60 Hz 90000 4

LIGHTIFY Home, lamps

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

LIGHTIFY Home Starter Kit

Starter Kit 4052899929715 A+ 810 – 20000 2

LIGHTIFY PAR16 50, 6 W, GU10, 220–240 V

LIGHTIFY LED PAR16 50 GU10 TW 4052899926103 A+ 350 850 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Classic A, 10 W, E27, 220–240 V

LIGHTIFY Classic A60 TW 4052899926165 A+ 810 – 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Classic A60 RGBW 4052899926097 A+ 810 – 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Home, luminaires

Product
designation

Order number 
(OSRAM)

LIGHTIFY Surface Light Tunable White

LIGHTIFY Surface Light TW 4052899926158 A++, A+, A1 1600 Tunable White
2700–6500

20000 2

LIGHTIFY Downlight Tunable White

LIGHTIFY Downlight TW 4052899926141 A++, A+, A2 350 Tunable White
2700–6500

20000 4

LIGHTIFY Flex RGBW

LIGHTIFY Flex RGBW 4052899926110 A++, A+, A1 850 RGBW
2900–6500

20000 4

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini W 4052899926127 A++, A+, A1 225 2700 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini W Add-on 4052899929821 A++, A+, A1 75 2700 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini RGB 4052899926134 A++, A+, A1 – RGB 20000 4

LIGHTIFY Gardenspot Mini RGB Add-on 4052899929838 A++, A+, A1 – RGB 20000 4

1) Energy effi ciency class of permanently integrated non-replaceable LED module

2) Energy effi ciency class of supplied light sources, light sources are replaceable
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If your customers would like to know more about 

LIGHTIFY, please recommend the following websites:

LIGHTIFY Pro
 — www.osram.com/lightify-pro

 — www.siteco.com/lightify-pro_en

LIGHTIFY Home
 — led.osram.com/lightify 

OSRAM GmbH

Head offi ce:

Marcel-Breuer-Strasse 6

80807 Munich, Germany 

Phone +49 89 6213-0

Fax  +49 89 6213-2020

www.osram.com
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